In this note we would like to point out some wrong arguments in [1]. There, we have considered the following elliptic problem at resonance:
p−2 Dx(z) − λ 1 x(z) p−2 x(z) = f (z,x) a.e. on Z, x = 0 a.e. on Γ.
We do not assume that f is a Carathéodory function. First of all we must change Hypothesis 3.1(ii) to 3.1(ii) , namely, we suppose the following.
Hypothesis 3.1(ii) . There exists θ > p and r 0 > 0 such that for all |x| ≥ r 0 and all
In our proof in [1], (3.15) does not follow from (3.14) with Hypothesis 3.1(ii). But it is clear that with Hypothesis 3.1(ii) , we arrive at (3.15) and the rest of the proof remains unchanged.
Finally, we would like to point out a serious mistake at [1, Theorem 3.8]. We have used there that any measurable set A with |A| > 0 has a nonempty interior, but this is not true. We can construct such a set with an empty interior (e.g., the ε-Cantor set). For a coercive energy functional, we can prove the existence of a solution of type II (see, e.g., [2] for a Neumann problem). But as far as we know for the noncoercive case, we do not have such a result, so it remains an open problem.
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DISCRETE OSCILLATION THEORY
Ravi P. Agarwal, Martin Bohner, Said R. Grace, and Donal O'Regan T his book is devoted to a rapidly developing branch of the qualitative theory of difference equations with or without delays. It presents the theory of oscillation of difference equations, exhibiting classical as well as very recent results in that area. While there are several books on difference equations and also on oscillation theory for ordinary differential equations, there is until now no book devoted solely to oscillation theory for difference equations. This book is filling the gap, and it can easily be used as an encyclopedia and reference tool for discrete oscillation theory.
In nine chapters, the book covers a wide range of subjects, including oscillation theory for secondorder linear difference equations, systems of difference equations, half-linear difference equations, nonlinear difference equations, neutral difference equations, delay difference equations, and differential equations with piecewise constant arguments. This book summarizes almost 300 recent research papers and hence covers all aspects of discrete oscillation theory that have been discussed in recent journal articles. The presented theory is illustrated with 121 examples throughout the book. Each chapter concludes with a section that is devoted to notes and bibliographical and historical remarks.
The book is addressed to a wide audience of specialists such as mathematicians, engineers, biologists, and physicists. Besides serving as a reference tool for researchers in difference equations, this book can also be easily used as a textbook for undergraduate or graduate classes. It is written at a level easy to understand for college students who have had courses in calculus.
